
ONE-PAGE GUIDE TO VIEWING, PRINTING AND POSTING ON SEESAW  

 

On a computer, on the right of the screen, there are 3 tabs. When you click on them, their content comes up on the 

left of the screen.  On a phone or iPad, the tabs appear at the bottom of the screen and content is shown above.  

The tabs are:  

1. JOURNAL - This is where anything your child posts onto SeeSaw is shown, together with any comments the 

teacher has made on it.   

a) Anything posted in response to an Activity on the Activity tab is shown in the Journal.  

b) Your child can also post directly into the Journal (i.e. not in response to an Activity) by pressing the green 

“Add/+” circular button in the middle at the top of the screen.  Please see “Activities” below for further 

detail on how to do this, as most (but not all) posts will be in response to a piece of work set in Activities.  

 

 

2. ACTIVITIES - Work posted by the teacher will appear in the “To Do” tab. Activities which have been 

responded to can be seen in the “Done” tab. (Calendar isn’t used much).  

Opening and printing:    

a) If there is an attachment, click to open it. 

 If there is more than 1 page, there are tabs at the side to scroll through.  

 Usually there will be a “View Original” button when the attachment opens, which makes it bigger, 

and you can print the attachment from there too, if you want/need to.  

b) If there isn’t an attachment, and even if there is an attachment but you want to print the message forming 

the Activity (e.g. because it has instructions or chillies your child might find useful to have printed out), click 

on the square button with 3 dots, and then “Print Activity” which takes you to a page you can print.  

Responding to an Activity: 

c) Click on “Add Response” (computer) or “+ Add” (tablet/phone).  One of two things will happen: 

 It will go straight to a picture menu of options on how to respond, e.g photo, video, note.  Click on 

the method you want.  You/your child can take a photo/video/type a note of their work, click on the 

green tick, and it will be uploaded into the Journal.  Some parents find it easier for their child to use 

the parent’s phone for a photo or video, even if the child is using a computer.  

 If the teacher has included a template on which to respond, it will appear when “Add Response” is 

clicked.  You can’t see the template until you click on “Add Response” – this is a quirk of the 

system. As with 2a) above, you can scroll through multiple pages and print the response template 

using the “View Original” button.  Sometimes you can respond onscreen and don’t have to print out.  

d) Once “Add Response” is used and the response submitted, the Activity disappears from “To Do” and goes to 

“Done”.  The response itself, however, goes into the Journal tab.  

 

 

3. INBOX – messages from the teacher will appear here, e.g. Zoom links, general points and notes to children 

and parents.  

a) “Messages” - messages to the whole class are here, the latest are at the bottom.  

b) “Notifications” – messages from the teacher just for your child and responses to your child’s work are here, 

as well as in Journal.  

c) Only the teacher can post into Inbox.  Anything your child posts will appear in the Journal.  


